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Miniature-sized version of the world's most popular tarot deck!
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I find it a bit awkward to shuffle because of the size. With that said, I love the card stock because it

is not the plastic they use to make the regular size decks (this is also made by U.S. Games and

carries the trademark on the border, like the regular cards). I think the texture of the cards makes it

a little easier to grab and shuffle and that compensates for the awkwardness of manipulating tiny

cards. Now, the size of the cards is perfect to carry along (which is the reason why I bough then)

and the images are sharp enough for me to read comfortably. I recommend the deck if you have a

job with a lot of down time or go to school and want to practice during your breaks between classes.

The deck really comes in handy.

Tiny, but vibrant and sturdy. I love this little set. The pictures are beautiful, clear, and really pop.

Very well-done. The shrunken images do not lose any details. They are crisp. The cards themselves

are very tough. A bit hard to riffle at first. You have to shuffle them a bunch of times to break them

in.The smaller your hands, the easier it will be to manipulate these cute cards, obviously. But I have

gotten used to them quickly. They are a pleasure to work with. Feel great too.If you are looking for a

pocket deck or a deck for a small purse, this one is an excellent choice. Nothing flimsy about these

cards.



I absolutely love my new mini deck! I was torn between sizes at first (Mini vs. Pocket vs. Standard),

since I already have other RWS style decks, I decided to go ahead and get the mini.I'm so glad I

did.My hands are medium sized, and it's perfect... possibly more perfect than even a pocket size. It

takes a little getting used to shuffling these smaller cards but not much.I keep the cards and my

pendulum in a medium sized coin purse without the tuck-box for easy access and ready-to-read

use! I ALWAYS have a tarot deck on me, at all times, thanks to this deck!If I lost a card, I would

readily purchase another deck! That's how much I love this mini sized RWS deck!

I love the Rider Waite deck. It's the deck I learned to read tarot on, so it has a lot of sentimental

value. Sure the artwork leaves much to be desired, but it's so easy to learn and very intuitive. When

I can't quite choose which deck to work with, Rider-Waite-Smith is my go-to. This deck is the perfect

size to pop in your bag or backpack. I'd recommend ditching the box though, as it gets quite beat

up, but otherwise I love it. I bought my son this deck to learn on as well, and he takes it with him

everywhere.

If you work with tarot cards to do magical Spells this is the best deck to use. You doNot need much

space and the cards haveAll the symbols that you need for your magical circles. They are also very

convenient to carry around with you where ever you go.

Love this travel size deck. Definitely be careful as the card stock isn't flexible like the regular size,

but nothing a careful adult can't take care of.

With the same design as the original deck from 1910, this petite deck is perfect for travel. It has all

78 cards as well as a little booklet.Images are as crisp as the full sized version.Often touted as a

beginner deck, many stick with it because it works. It's easy to get clear readings from the

Rider-Waite.Despite the size, I really like working with this deck. The cards have a good feel in the

hand and shuffle well.

This is my favourite Tarot deck: a classic with archetypal imagery that works to this day. The images

have a timeless appeal and are carried by a rich underlayer of symbolism, created by the visionary

artist Pamela Colman Smith. Because all the cards have images, even the little Arcana it is the ideal

deck for beginners and advanced tarotists alike. The little booklet is the first thing I throw away,



however: if you need guidance with the cards, I would advice basic good literature

likeÂ Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom: A Book of TarotThe miniature version is also my favourite

Rider deck to work with: it is the ideal size for people with small hands, like me and fits neatly into

my bag or pocket. Ideal for travel or for use at home or in the practice room. For lager spreads like

the Celtic Cross it is ideal: it does not take quite so much room on the table!Wendy Gillissen, M.A.,

author of award-winning fantasy adventureÂ Curse of the Tahira
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